In the digital world, a decade is a long time. A decade ago many web sites—both government and commercial—started to use “cookies,” small data files stored on a user’s computer by a web browser to improve the web user’s experience. However, in part from a lack of understanding of this new technology, and because of an outcry by some privacy advocates against the use of cookies, in 1999 the Clinton administration implemented strict limitations on the use of persistent cookies on federal government agency websites. Notwithstanding the fact that cookies are in widespread use on commercial and state and local government websites, this federal policy has seen little change in the past ten years.

The result of these limitations is that federal web pages are less usable and citizen-friendly than they otherwise could be. Government agencies need flexibility to create new online content and applications without unnecessary restrictions on the use of particular technologies. The Obama administration should adopt new policies for government websites that balance privacy against other equally important goals such as usability, accessibility and transparency. This should include updating website privacy policies to use standard language across government agencies and to specify the activities permitted and restricted by the government websites. In addition, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) should publish regularly updated guidelines outlining permitted uses of persistent cookies and guidance on best practices, such as the maximum lifespan of persistent cookies. The goal should be to create policies that facilitate, rather than hinder, the adoption of new web technologies, including those that use cookies.

This report 1) provides a background on cookies and their use; 2) reviews the history of the government decision to strictly limit persistent cookies on federal government agency websites; 3) compares the use of persistent cookies on mainstream commercial websites and government websites; 4) analyzes the implications of the current federal government policies on the use of persistent cookies and discusses how changing this policy might enable better e-government services; and 5) proposes a new framework for the use of cookies on federal government websites.
BACKGROUND

Government has an important role to play in protecting the privacy of its citizens in both the online and offline world. As we enter an increasingly digital world, many privacy advocates have raised concerns about the potential loss of privacy as organizations use IT to collect large amounts of data. In particular, advocates have worried that the ease with which information can be collected online represents a serious threat to the privacy of individuals.

One of the first major online privacy risks raised by advocates was the use of HTTP cookies—small data files stored on a user’s computer by a web browser. When a user visits a website, the website can request that the user’s web browser store certain data in a cookie. By default, most web browsers allow this activity. A cookie may be used to store temporary data, such as the contents of a shopping cart for e-commerce, or to remember a user on subsequent visits to the website, such as for customizing a website. Each cookie is accessible only by the Internet domain that created the data.

For many privacy advocates the risk from cookies is as follows: under some circumstances, cookies can be used to help website operators track website usage over time and build a profile of user activity. In addition, if the website collects personally identifiable information, the website operator could potentially link some browsing activity to individual identities. This could potentially lead to the intentional or accidental disclosure of an individual's web browsing history—a clear violation of a user’s expected level of privacy. Privacy advocates see the collection and misuse of such data to be the primary threat of cookies.

However, cookies also offer many benefits. Website developers use cookies to develop robust online applications that create a better user experience. Perhaps the most common use of cookies is to facilitate online commerce. Online shopping cart applications routinely use cookies to maintain the list of which items a shopper wants to purchase. In addition, if the user accidentally closes the web browser or the browser crashes, the user can often return to the website without having to reload items back into the shopping cart.

Cookies facilitate these functions transparently to the user. Cookies also enable users to customize websites. For example, users can personalize settings such as preferred language or region so the website will recognize their preferences on subsequent visits. Weather.com uses cookies to remember a returning user’s zip code and automatically displays the weather report for that user’s geographic area. For websites requiring a login, cookies can be used to authenticate users so that the user does not have to always enter a username and password to access a website. Website operators also use cookies to learn how to best engage with their audience and measure the success of online content and online advertising. Cookies help website developers produce more advanced website analytics to better understand how users interact with their website. For example, cookies allow website developers to learn how many of their visitors are new or returning users.

While cookies can be used to enable targeted advertising to deliver more relevant website ads, users can also employ cookies to opt-out of targeted online advertising.

Cookies can be classified based on the source of the cookie and the lifespan of the cookie. When classified by the source, cookies come in two flavors: first-party cookies and third-party cookies. First-party cookies refer to cookies created by the domain of the website that the user entered in the web browser. Third-party cookies are those created by affiliated domains, such as advertising networks used by the primary website visited by the user. For example, a user that visits CNN.com not only will receive cookies for CNN.com, but also for other domains used by online advertisers employed by CNN, such as doubleclick.net, revsci.net, and questionmarket.com. Advertisers can use third-party cookies to track user preferences across multiple websites for targeted advertising. All major web browsers include the option to block third-party cookies.

When classified by lifespan, there are two types of cookies: session cookies and persistent cookies. Session cookies, as the name implies, last only as long as the user is on a particular website. Session cookies
enable websites to remember data about users as they navigate from page to page on the same website. For example, session cookies enable technologies like online shopping carts. Persistent cookies last beyond the initial web browsing session. The cookies can be set to expire at a certain time or last indefinitely. These types of cookies are useful so that a website can recognize a returning user. For example, a website can use a persistent cookie to recognize a user on return visits, thus saving the user from having to log in at every visit.

While, as described above, cookies can be used to enable targeted advertising to deliver more relevant website ads, users can also employ cookies to opt-out of targeted online advertising. As explained by DoubleClick, a major online third-party advertiser, Internet users can replace DoubleClick’s DART cookie with an opt-out cookie so that “ads delivered to your browser on behalf of clients using DoubleClick’s ad-serving technology will be targeted based only on the non-personally identifiable information that is automatically transmitted in the Internet environment when an ad request is received by our ad servers, and your DART cookie will not be uniquely identified.” Most third-party online advertisers participating in the Network Advertising Initiative have also made a similar opt-out tool available online for users to more easily avoid targeted online advertising. The point of this example is not to argue for or against behavioral advertising, but merely to show that cookies can be used to both enable and disable targeted advertising.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT POLICY ON COOKIES

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in the Executive Office of the President released the first major federal government directive on website privacy in June 1999. Jacob Lew, Director of OMB, issued a memo directing all departments and agencies to “post clear privacy policies” on all government websites. The memo included additional guidance and model language for federal website privacy policies. The only model language directly dealing with cookies came from the Social Security Administration’s (SSA) privacy policy. The SSA’s privacy policy restricted all use of cookies, both session cookies and persistent cookies.

The issue received widespread media attention in June 2000 when the White House announced that the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP), in partnership with DoubleClick, had used cookies as part of an online anti-drug advertising campaign. The cookies helped measure the efficacy of the online campaign by tracking what ads were clicked, the number of users that clicked the ads, and what pages these users subsequently viewed on the ONDCP website. Without these metrics, ONDCP would not have been able to measure the effectiveness of its online campaign. Some privacy advocates strongly objected to the campaign and, as a result of their public criticism, the incident became known as “Cookiegate” in the press. For example, Marc Rotenberg, the Executive Director of the Electronic Privacy Information Center, framed the incident as a case of intrusive government tracking of its citizens’ behavior. Even though neither ONDCP nor DoubleClick collected personally-identifiable information, Rotenberg wrote, “Monitoring citizens’ use of government Web sites raises profound privacy and constitutional concerns.”

Federal regulations for government websites should emphasize privacy; however, privacy should not be emphasized at the expense of other laudable goals for e-government such as usability, transparency and accessibility.

This was part and parcel of a general level of concern about cookies at the time; a concern that over time has been shown to be overblown. Initially, some policymakers, in the White House and elsewhere, reacted strongly against the use of cookies, mostly because of a lack of understanding of the technology. In 2000 at a forum on Internet privacy, upon learning that his personal computers in his home and office likely contained cookies, former Senator Bill Frist asked “How do I turn it off?” In 2001, the European Parliament even went so far as to consider a proposal that would have effectively prohibited the use of cookies on both government and commercial websites. Fortunately, the proposal did not pass after the Internet Advertising Bureau UK initiated a “Save our Cookies” campaign to educate lawmakers about the benefits of cookies.
In response to public pressure, the Clinton White House immediately directed ONCDP to terminate the program. OMB almost immediately released a memo issuing new guidelines restricting the use of cookies on federal government websites. The new June 2000 OMB policy was as follows:

Because of the unique laws and traditions about government access to citizens’ personal information, the presumption should be that “cookies” will not be used at Federal web sites. Under this new Federal policy, “cookies” should not be used at Federal web sites, or by contractors when operating web sites on behalf of agencies, unless, in addition to clear and conspicuous notice, the following conditions are met: a compelling need to gather the data on the site; appropriate and publicly disclosed privacy safeguards for handling of information derived from “cookies”; and personal approval by the head of the agency.14

The State of Idaho uses persistent cookies on its website so that a resident applying for a license online can resume an existing application without losing any data even if the session is interrupted.

In other words, the default policy of all government websites was to not use cookies. OMB revisited this policy a few months later in response to a letter from Roger Baker, the Chief Information Officer (CIO) at the U.S. Department of Commerce and Chairman of the CIO Council subcommittee on Privacy.15 In a letter dated September 5, 2000 OMB clarified that the earlier guidance applied to session cookies but did not apply to persistent cookies. As OMB stated in the letter:

[Agency web sites] may retain the information only during the session or for the purpose of completing a particular online transaction, without any capacity to track users over time and across different web sites. When used only for a single session or transaction, such information can assist web users in their electronic interactions with government, without threatening their privacy. One example of such an approach that supports electronic government would be the use of a shopping cart to purchase a number of items online from the U.S. Mint. Another example would be the current technology that assists users in filling out applications that require accessing multiple web pages on the Department of Education’s Direct Consolidation Loan site. We do not regard such activities as falling within the scope of [the June 2000 memo].16

In October 2000, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report reviewing the use of persistent cookies on federal government websites. In a survey of 65 websites, GAO reported that eight websites used first-party persistent cookies (four without an appropriate disclosure in the website privacy policy and four with the appropriate disclosure) and three websites used third-party persistent cookies without an appropriate disclosure.17 GAO revisited the issue in January 2001 and found that of the 65 websites reviewed, eight were still using persistent cookies. Of those eight websites, four did not give appropriate notice in their privacy policy. Of the four websites that did give notice, the agencies had failed to fulfill the other requirements laid out in the June 2000 OMB memo.18

The U.S. Congress also responded to the incident with legislation prohibiting the use of cookies in some instances. Requirements were added to the FY2001 Transportation Appropriations Act that prohibited any of the funds from being used “to collect, review, or create aggregate lists that include personally identifiable information relating to an individual’s access to or use of a federal government Internet site” or to enter into any agreement with a third party for similar purposes.19 Subsequent appropriation bills have included similar language.20 While cookies do not necessarily contain personally identifiable information, this legislation unnecessarily restricts the use of cookies when a website also collects information such as name, e-mail address or IP address.

PRIVATE VS. PUBLIC SECTOR POLICY ON COOKIES

While the federal government restricts the use of persistent cookies, most commercial and many state and local government websites do not. To analyze this we review the privacy policies of the ten most popular private sector and public sector websites in the United States. The privacy policies of commercial websites generally support the use of persistent cookies whereas
many federal government websites do not permit their use. The websites chosen in our report reflect the top ranked domains as indicated by Alexa Internet Inc., an Internet traffic ranking service that is a subsidiary of Amazon.com. For private sector websites, the report evaluates the top ten commercial domains for the United States. For public sector websites, the report evaluates the top ten U.S. federal government domains based on global web traffic statistics.  

**Private Sector**

The top ten private sector websites are: Google.com, Yahoo.com, Facebook.com, YouTube.com, MySpace.com, MSN.com, Live.com, Wikipedia.org, Craigslist.org and eBay.com. As shown in Figure 1, the privacy policies of these websites all permit the use of persistent cookies, either explicitly or implicitly. Some privacy policies provide more detail than others. For example, the privacy policy on Facebook.com states that “By default, we use a persistent cookie that stores your login ID (but not your password) to make it easier for you to login when you come back to Facebook.” The privacy policy on Google.com gives more detail and explains that “like most web sites and search engines, Google uses cookies in order to provide services and advertising to our users, and to improve the user experience. Cookies record users’ preferences, like whether they want their results in English or French, and if they’ve selected a safe search filter. Without them, Google wouldn’t be able to remember what different people like.” The privacy policy on Craigslist.org provides no detail on the use of persistent cookies merely stating “We don’t employ tracking devices for marketing purposes.” The website does use persistent cookies to store user preferences, such as preferred language and location. Of the websites reviewed, all except YouTube.com, Wikipedia.org and Craigslist.org remind users that they have the option to control the use of cookies in their web browser. Only Wikipedia.org provided detail on the maximum lifespan of a persistent cookie.

The widespread use of persistent cookies in the private sector is not surprising. As early as 1997, researchers noted a steady upward trend in the number of popular websites using persistent cookies. In June 1997, 24 of the most popular 100 websites used persistent cookies; by December 1997 this number had risen to 30.

**Public Sector**

This section reviews the privacy policies of the following public sector websites: USPS.com, NIH.gov, IRS.gov, NASA.gov, NOAA.gov, Weather.gov, Ed.gov, CDC.gov, State.gov, and USGS.gov. As shown in Figure 2, four out of ten of the privacy policies of the top ten ranked federal government websites permit the use of persistent cookies, either explicitly or implicitly. Four of the websites reviewed permit the use of persistent cookies: USPS.com (United States Postal Service), NIH.gov (National Institute of Health), NASA.gov (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) and CDC.gov (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention). USPS.com allows persistent cookies for various purposes including site usage management, user session management, website personalization and ad banners. The USPS privacy policy provides detail on the various purposes of persistent cookies and the maximum lifespan of each cookie. The lifespan of a cookie created by USPS.com ranges from fifteen minutes to five years. NIH uses persistent cookies to implement the American Customer Satisfaction Index, an online survey of users. The privacy policy states the purpose of using persistent cookies and defines the maximum lifespan of a persistent cookie (90 days). The privacy policy on NASA.gov allows the use of persistent cookies for providing website customization. The policy does not define a maximum lifespan for persistent cookies. Finally, CDC.gov allows persistent cookies but does not define the purpose or lifespan of these cookies.
Some of the websites that do not permit the use of persistent cookies use clear and unambiguous language, such as IRS.gov which plainly states in its website privacy policy “The IRS does not use ‘persistent cookies’ or other technology to collect personally identifiable information about visitors to our Web site.” NOAA.gov and Weather.gov also clearly state in their respective privacy policies that their websites do not use persistent cookies. Both Ed.gov and USGS.gov do not appear to allow persistent cookies by their privacy policies, but the text is less clear. State.gov has the least precise website privacy policy and makes no specific mention of cookies in any form, yet the policy indicates that such technology would not likely be permitted.

**Figure 2: Use of Persistent Cookies on Federal Government Websites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Permit Persistent Cookies?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 USPS.com</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 NIH.gov</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 IRS.gov</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 NASA.gov</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 NOAA.gov</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Weather.gov</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Ed.gov</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 CDC.gov</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 State.gov</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 USGS.gov</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, while we don’t systematically review the use of cookies on state government websites, it appears that many state government websites use persistent cookies to improve the end-user experience. Cookies are required for some functionality, and as explained in the privacy policy on Google.com, without them, users may lose some functionality. For example, the official state websites of both Michigan and Idaho, ranked first and second respectively by the 2006 National Policy Research Council report on e-government, use persistent cookies. Michigan’s state website uses persistent cookies to recognize returning users and customize the website content based on user preferences. The State of Idaho also uses persistent cookies on its website to build more robust online applications. For example, because of the use of persistent cookies a resident applying for an online license can resume an existing application without losing any data even if the session is interrupted.

**Government Websites Not Always the Primary Source of Government Data**

While the Internet has created the opportunity for unprecedented transparency and openness in government, government websites are not always the primary source for government data. Some researchers have called on government to leave the task of presenting online information to the private sector arguing that it “would be preferable for government to understand providing reusable data, rather than providing Web sites, as the core of its online publishing responsibility.” Likewise, ITIF has argued that “Governments can move beyond engaging with the private sector as e-government vendors and instead empower third-party, for-profit and nonprofit organizations as partners in the provision of e-government services.” This theme has been accepted by the current administration which currently plans to develop the website data.gov with structured government data.

Even today, private sector for-profit and nonprofit organizations increasingly provide important online resources for citizens to access government data. As shown in Figure 3, some of the most popular websites for accessing government data are neither owned nor operated by the government. For example, OpenSecrets.org, a website that provides online tools to search campaign finance data, is vastly more popular than the website of the Federal Election Commission (FEC.gov) which is the primary source for this data. Or consider Fedspending.org, a website dedicated to providing transparency in government spending and sponsored by the nonprofit organization OMB Watch. Fedspending.org ranks higher than its rival government website USAspending.gov and also appears more popular with a greater number of incoming website links.

The trend of private-sector websites playing a greater role in providing access to government data also has important policy implications. If citizens increasingly use government websites to access government data, then the privacy policies of these government websites is of less importance. Of growing importance for citizens concerned with privacy is the privacy policy of the competing private-sector websites. Privacy policies on the competing private-sector websites tend to have less restrictive privacy policies. For example, as shown in Figure 3, OpenSecrets.org uses cookies to customize access to the website but FEC.gov restricts
the use of all cookies. In addition, some of these non-governmental websites lack a privacy policy.

However, the privacy policies of websites, and specifically the use of persistent cookies, does not seem to be a factor in the popularity of websites for government data. Instead, factors such as usability and functionality likely drive user preference. Thus even if government organizations like the White House cease using third-parties like YouTube to host official government videos, it is likely that citizens will repost any official videos on such websites, and these third-party websites will be the primary venue for citizens to access this government information.

**POLICY DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

The current federal policy is a significant factor in the limited use of persistent cookies on federal government websites. The criteria established in the June 2000 OMB memo, particularly the requirement prohibiting the use of cookies without the personal approval by the head of the agency, strictly limits the use of persistent cookies. Without persistent cookies, government agencies cannot implement many of the common features the public has come to expect on websites, such as personalization. As more content is digitized, tools to personalize and customize websites are an effective way to prevent information overload and help citizens find the information they seek. However, customization so that a website can “remember” a user often requires the use of persistent cookies. In addition, Web 2.0 technologies that can help government engage with citizens, such as Facebook and YouTube, routinely require the use of persistent cookies. Finally, government agencies cannot implement advanced web analytics, such as those to track return visitors, without persistent cookies. None of these uses of cookies present a threat to user privacy, and thus should be permitted by the federal government.

Others have also noted the need to update government regulations to provide federal agencies more flexibility to develop online content. For example, Karen Evans, the former Administrator for Electronic Government and Information Technology at OMB recently testified on the need for reform of the laws, regulations and procurement rules governing government websites. She acknowledged that the current restrictions on the use of persistent cookies prevent the use of various Internet applications that government should be embracing. Members of the Federal Web Managers Council, an interagency group of senior web managers in the federal government, have similarly argued that OMB should “immediately rescind its previous guidance prohibiting persistent cookies.”

---

**FIGURE 3: COMPARISON OF THE POPULARITY OF GOVERNMENT WEBSITES VERSUS COMPETING PRIVATE-SECTOR WEBSITES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Website Domain</th>
<th>Alexa Rank</th>
<th>Incoming Links</th>
<th>Privacy Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campaign Finance Data</td>
<td>FEC.gov</td>
<td>210,077</td>
<td>2,574</td>
<td>Restricts all cookies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OpenSecrets.org</td>
<td>44,472</td>
<td>4,060</td>
<td>No privacy policy. Uses persistent cookies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus Spending</td>
<td>Recovery.org</td>
<td>12,517</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>Permits session cookies. Permits third party persistent cookies for video statistics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recovery.gov</td>
<td>250,161</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>Permits cookies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislation</td>
<td>LOC.gov(^{41})</td>
<td>2,922</td>
<td>20,714</td>
<td>Permits cookies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Spending</td>
<td>USAspending.gov</td>
<td>303,303</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>Privacy policy does not specify. Does not appear to use cookies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fedspending.org</td>
<td>216,825</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>No privacy policy. Does not appear to use cookies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Obama administration has already experienced the limitations of the existing policy. Privacy advocates criticized the Obama administration for embedding YouTube videos on the White House website. Embedding the videos in the government website violated the privacy policy of whitehouse.gov because YouTube sets a third-party persistent cookie. In response, the administration modified the website so visitors must first click a graphic to load the video player which sets the cookie. In addition, the administration issued a waiver allowing for the use of persistent cookies in this instance and modified its privacy policy. The privacy policy acknowledges that the website may not be fully compliant with the policy in regards to the use of persistent cookies and states “we intend, however, to fully enforce the above provisions as soon as possible.”

The new administration has created the first Federal Chief Information Officer (CIO). Among other duties, the Federal CIO has responsibility for directing the policy and strategy of federal information technology investments and ensuring privacy across the federal government. However, as others have noted, a CIO can be conflicted when tasked with both improving the flow of information and ensuring the privacy of data. The Federal CIO should seek to balance privacy against other equally important goals for e-government such as usability, accessibility and transparency. Government agencies need flexible policies that allow them to quickly and efficiently implement new online applications and services without unnecessary restrictions on the use of particular Internet technologies. Toward that end we recommend that:

- The Federal CIO should direct OMB to allow the use of persistent cookies on government websites.
- In addition, OMB should be instructed to publish regularly updated guidelines outlining permitted uses of persistent cookies and guidance on best practices, such as specifying the maximum lifespan of persistent cookies.
- The Federal CIO should also work to standardize the language used in website privacy policies across government agencies. Privacy policies should provide clear and unambiguous language to specify the activities permitted and restricted by the website.

Academics must also recognize that good privacy practices cannot be reduced to whether a website uses a certain type of technology. Unfortunately, some researchers still consider the use of cookies to be a sign of weak online privacy protections. Darrell West at the Brookings Institution has reviewed and ranked numerous government websites. However, his methodology unfairly penalizes government websites for the use of cookies. As explained in a 2008 report on state and federal government websites, he writes “53 percent of government websites prohibited the commercial marketing of visitor information. Forty percent prohibited the use of cookies or individual profiles.” Researchers should not penalize government agencies for such practices, as it will serve as a disincentive for change.

Without persistent cookies, government agencies cannot implement many of the common features the public has come to expect on websites, such as personalization.

Given the widespread use of persistent cookies in the private sector, the restrictive federal government regulations on the use of persistent cookies are antiquated. Federal regulations for government websites should emphasize privacy; however, privacy should not be emphasized at the expense of other laudable goals for e-government such as usability, transparency and accessibility. While government agencies may not always be the best organization to present data online, agencies need flexible regulations to quickly implement new technology, including those using cookies. Used properly, cookies pose no threat to online privacy. Moreover consumers today have much choice among Internet browsers, and every major web browser includes many features to allow users control over their online privacy and the use of cookies. In other words, citizens now have tools to ensure that online interactions with government occur on their own terms. Rather than restrict specific technology such as cookies, government regulations should instead focus on protecting civil liberties through continued government oversight on the collection and use of personally identifiable information.
CONCLUSION
In an ever-changing world, government must always be willing to change and adapt policies to new situations and circumstances. In particular, rapid developments and progress with technology necessitate flexible government policies that do not hinder technological progress. As President Obama stated recently in his call for reforming government, “…we must also recognize that we cannot meet the challenges of today with old habits and stale thinking. So much of our government was built to deal with different challenges from a different era.” The same idea holds true for e-government.
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